Dear colleagues,

Seasonal greetings from your I2ES team in Vienna! May we wish you a merry x’mas and happy holidays.

Lots have happened over the past 6 months, here it comes a brief recap.

Countries’ participation

Argentina, the Dominican Republic and the Philippines activated their I2ES accounts, bringing the total number of countries that have done so to 35.

Afghanistan, Kenya and Qatar have started/reassumed their activity on I2ES after the webinar training.

Jordan and Thailand created several import authorizations through the XML interface.

Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand created multiple import and export authorizations.

Belgium and Switzerland continued to champion the use of I2ES by involving their trading partners.

Webinar trainings delivered by training expert, Mr. Fabio Rodriguez

One module for 10 countries in Latin America August 2019
Two modules for Afghanistan, Indonesia, Kenya, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates October 2019
One module for Norway, Sweden and Denmark December 2019
Two modules for Latvia December 2019

I2ES presentation to Russian-speaking countries

An I2ES presentation was delivered by Mr. Nordijon Ibragimov to 8 Russian-speaking countries during the INCB Learning seminar in Moscow in December 2019.
Feedback from participants

Indonesia: “The webinar really helps us to learn a lot about I2ES and in some aspects of the general business process of narcotics and psychotropics import-export authorization.”

UAE: “The webinar was very useful and informative and a very good step forward to our vision for paperless office and reduce the "carbon foot print". Moreover, the system's performance is very fast and time saving.

Chile: “A positive experience, the training of this new tool was interesting because it could help the issuance and reception of certificates [authorizations]. The explanation on how to use the tool [I2ES] was very clear and with practical exercises.”

What’s next?
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Stay in touch
Send us a training request, give us feedback/suggestion by e-mail us at incb.i2es@un.org, or call us at +43 1 26060 4161